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Abstract: Remote experiments have become important part in modernization of experimental 

teaching lately, particularly in engineering sciences. Internet is a medium that enables students to 
conduct prepared exercises in a flexible manner and evaluate collected results. Making 
experiments work is one challenge - do it in a secure manner is another. This paper analyses the 
challenges that remote experiments face in terms of information security, presenting recent state 
in the field and issues that rose in realization of activities under the NeReLa Tempus project.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Remote experiments (RE) are getting more attention as information and communication 

technology moves forward with performances and as universities seek for a better economy 
models [1]. RE and remote labs provide possibility of conducting exercises in various scientific 
and engineering fields over Internet. There is physical equipment in "real lab", experiments are 
setup and student may access it remotely through a certain interface, usually through a HTML 
page. Moreover, there are also virtual labs [2], which facilitate experimentation using full 
software simulations, thus eliminating needs for physical equipment and enabling many users to 
conduct experiment at the same time. 

Remote labs are not perfect. Moreover, they are under strong criticism of many researchers 
and practitioners. One of their greatest target of criticism is the very essence of how remote 
experiments are conducted: lack of real contact with equipment. It is also questioned if learning 
goals are met in this kind of education and how the results  should be assessed [3].  

Remote experiments are heavily technology-dependent. There is a base equipment 
installation - for example PC connected to some hardware, data acquisition cards, sensors, then 
there is software used to collect data and manipulate the very experiment. Additionally, there is 
a software responsible for exposing the experiment to the online users, some kind of web-server 
with accompanying modules and the network infrastructure. It is quite a challenge to develop all 
these part and put them to work smoothly. Lab challenging issues are elaborated in [4]. 

An important issue that follows experiment development and exploitation is security. Data 
integrity has to be preserved. Service has to be available. Privacy has to be protected. Defining 
security issues in the very beginning of development is recommended, as it is with any software 
[5]. However, sometimes we deal with security issues after the experiment is set. It is highly 
dependent on what approach of remote lab is in use. 

The paper further deals with types of experiment architecture. Then the literature review is 
presented and at the end security consideration in general architecture and in NeReLa [6] study 
case are given. 

 
2. RE ARCHITECTURE TYPES 

 
There are various ways the architecture is realized, a brief preview is given in [7].  A 

generic architecture is given in image 1. 
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Image 1 - Generic Remote Lab architecture (taken from [8]) 

In case of WebLab Deusto [9], there is a platform that integrated experiments and deals 
with matter of dispatching commands, user authentication and access control. The solution is 
based on open source technologies such as Python and Apache web server. User interacts 
through web-browser. 

In case of GOLDi architecture, there is a special lab-server, that is used to communicate 
with experiment equipment and which integrates roles of web-server and service-broker [10]. 
User is controlling experiment via browser too. 

Ceyeclon is softver consisting of client application and server (cloud) application [11]. 
Experiments and the accompanying computers are connected in special CEyeclon network, 
where they can be configured and shared. User connects to experiment through an application 
(Ceyeclon viewer) that utilizes  RDP protocol. 

Simple realization of RE is through usage of LabView embedded web-server and its 
publishing tool [12]. The experiment PC and web-server are the same computer. While it is a 
simple approach, the issues of scalability and network security may easily emerge. 

 
3. SECURITY ISSUES OF REMOTE EXPERIMENTS IMPLEMENTATION 

 
The process of conducting a remote experiment requires a complex interaction of various 

software and hardware elements over a network connection, as described in the previous 
section. This interaction raises various types of security considerations which need to be dealt 
with. In particular: 

Network Security Considerations Like any other application which uses the Internet as its 
communication backbone, remote experimentation is vulnerable to cyber-attack and fraud—
vulnerabilities inherent in current hardware and software, as well as the basic manner in which 
the Internet is organized. Remote experimentation and distance learning environments in 
general can be vulnerable to a variety of well-known cyber-attacks, any of which could 
jeopardize the trust of the society to online education. Such attacks could be launched internally 
or externally with or without the consent of the student / instructor. Cyber-attacks could be 
initiated in order to cause privacy violations, including malicious grade alterations. For this 
reason, access to the experiments should be provided through secure authentication 
mechanisms for establishing the user identity [13]. Such mechanisms can be used to prevent 
clients using weak passwords and to prevent attacks against the usually less secure local 
database keeping usernames and passwords [14]. In addition, access to remote experiments 
should be preferably provided through non-intrusive client software applications [15][16]. 
Another important issue of the network security is to ensure confidentiality and integrity of data 
transmitted over the network. This can be achieved by establishing secure and encrypted 
connections between the clients and servers.  
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Laboratory Security Considerations The security of the laboratory’s equipment is of 
primary importance during the execution of a remote experiment. Measures should be taken so 
that malicious software inputs (deliberate or accidental), will not result in the temporary or 
permanent damage of the instruments which are used in the experiment. In addition, the 
software tokens which identify each instrument should be stored safely in the server which is 
responsible for controlling the execution of the experiment [17]. 

Possible causes of security issues are directly related to the type of the experiment. In a 
simple experiment, such as LabView, which has its own web-server and an appropriate port, the 
possible threats are mostly related to Denial of Service Attacks, leading to lab failure. Standard 
security measures, such as firewall and antivirus on the lab-computer should keep threats to 
minimum. Thus it is a matter of top priority to protect the lab computer, since it is directly 
exposed on Internet. 

When it is about more complex experiments platforms that embrace more individual 
experiments using specific authentication methods and transfer protocols and enabling users to 
have more opportunities as well as school administrators to integrate, there is a larger surface 
for attacks, including various services and numerous devices. Therefore, a larger arsenal of 
protection tools should be used, such as dedicated firewalls or intrusion detection systems. 
Issues are described in more detail in [18].  Every complex system, such WebLab Deusto or 
CEyeClon supports authentication and authorization mechanisms, which deals with identities 
and usage rights. 

 
4. NERELA CASE STUDY 

 
NeReLa is a Tempus project which its main goal is settling a network of remote labs in 

Serbia. Two solutions have been engaged for this: WebLab Deusto and CEyeClon. WebLab is 
used mostly for experiments at University of Niš, while other partners use CEyeClon. At the 
moment there are several experiments that are standalone and probably will be connected to 
CeyeClon. Therefore, we may talk about 3 categories of experiment: WebLabDeusto, CEyeClon 
and simple LabView standalone experiments. 

Security consideration regarding WebLab Deusto are analyzed in [19]. It is highly 
recommended to keep the server patched and updated and integrate authentication with Radius 
server. WebLab Deusto is thin-client based and therefore don't require any kind of plugin 
installed on client machine. 

It is very important that University IT services cooperate with academic staff in remote lab in 
order to enable all the requirements for lab to work. 

CEyeClon connects labs into virtual private network (VPN), therefore preventing 
eavesdropping by design. At University of Kragujevac we connected experiments in two labs via 
special router (raspberry Pi with CEyeClon software). As the most important thing we found out, 
is securing the experiment computer. Since the CEyeClon concept is based on remote desktop 
usage, where the user gets access to remote computer it is critical that the lab computer is well 
protected from misuse, either by restricting permissions or even by using virtual machine 
instead of physical lab machine. The authorization can be made through user/password model, 
or (that we chose to do) by issuing access key, which is then input in the client program. 

Simple experiments based on LabView are equipped with camera and it is important that 
the camera is protected so its admin-interface cannot be accessed directly. Also, it is very 
important that users follow recommendation about the plugin version they should install. There 
was an issue regarding the JAVA plugin: not all versions (only one version, not the latest) could 
work for camera view. Therefore it is important to move these experiments to CEyeClon in order 
to improve security and usability. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

 
There are various ways to set a remote experiment. More complex systems bring more 

possibilities, but also involve more services that has to be protected. Securing remote 
experiments in order to protect integrity, confidentiality and make them available involves 
different levels of engagement, starting from the computer lab and moving across servers and 
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additional equipment. It is essentially to have a good cooperation with IT services at the 
institution in order to implement all the necessary mechanisms. 

NeReLa project involved many variants of experiments and security was not the top priority 
all the time. Nevertheless,  we did analyze possible security threats and made a substantial shift 
towards better security for the smooth operation of remote laboratories.  
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